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The only way to do great work is to love what you do; i still 

remember my father telling me that exact quote by Steve Jobs 

when I was seven. My dad gave me this old Dell Inspiron 

computer to play with that he had brought back from work. I 

still remember, the heap of dust accumulated inside the com-

puter, and the stained brown white from the piecing sunlight 

from his window. Only a few hours after he showed me the 

computer,  I just opened it up and tore everything apart.  It 

was at that time, I realised that a computer was more than 

just a magical box, but composed of intricate pieces, slotted 

meticulously together.  That was the beginning of my love for 

technology. It became a fascination, and a curiosity with how 

technology worked. 

At the moment, I’m currently working full time as a digi-

tal manager in Sydney, where my job involves bringing client 

ideas such as website, prints, and applications to life. Addi-

tionally, I study Information Systems/Commerce at UNSW 

and have had the fortunate experience of becoming the crea-

tive director for BITSA.  

As an ickle first year with no idea about Uni or anything really 

at all, I walked into my first BITSA event – the annual Games 

Night. A few intense rounds of Monopoly later, it is safe to 

say, I walked out with a bunch of new friends that I am still 

close with to this day.

As the Vice President Digital of BITSA, I have definitely 

learnt a lot. Being my first major leadership role, I won’t lie - 

I did not walk in with very high hopes for myself, but BITSA 

has really helped me become a more confident individual. I 

can definitely say, it has really been a challenging but incred-

ibly rewarding experience leading the Digital team this year.

For me, this magazine really sums up our experiences, stories 

and how much we have grown as a society these few years. 

From Humans of BITSA to our new fully fledged Industry 

Mentoring Program – we have really come a long way. And it 

is thanks to each and every one of our team members that we 

have morphed into the wonderful society we are today.

Hello & 
Welcome

Jeffrey Lau

Emily Xie

Project Manager

Editor
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Since joining BITSA 3 years ago as a fresh faced First Year, it has 
been a fantastic experience to watch how the society has grown 
and developed, with 2017 being no different.

Give all 
technology 
enthusiasts 
the 
opportunity 
to make 
the most  of 
their degree.

This year, BITSA’s vision is to ensure 

that all Information Systems students 

have the opportunity to make the most 

of their university studies and future 

careers. We have achieved this so far by 

sticking to our core objectives -  devel-

oping our BITSA community, increas-

ing member involvement in the society, 

implementing societal best practices and 

producing useful resources for all.

The output of this has been 16 initiatives 

thus far, including 10 brand new (such 

as a First Year Welcome with WIT, our 

Industry Mentoring Program, and BIT-

SA Hoodies), that have had 650+ par-

ticipants. But don’t think we’re slowing 

down yet - Keep an eye out in Sem 2 for 

our inaugural Cybersecurity Workshop, 

a ‘Why study INFS’ student panel, and 

soon to be announced events with our 

sponsors!

BITSA’s reach is also greater than ever 

before - we saw a 83% increase in mem-

bership (from 222 to 407), and our Social 

Media posts are hitting on average 700 

more people.

To achieve so much requires a group of 

hard working, creative and extremely 

talented students, and for that I’d like 

to say a special thank you to the entire 

BITSA team that have made all this pos-

sible. The countless hours you have vol-

unteered have not gone unnoticed, and it 

has been a fantastic to watch you develop 

your skills and accomplish so much over 

the year.

I would also like to extend this thank you 

to our Corporate and Academic spon-

sors for 2017 - PwC, SAP, Deloitte, 

Microsoft, CBA, the UNSW Business 

School, the School of Information Sys-

tems and Technology Management and 

the UNSW Co-op Program - for their 

unrivaled support in helping us run our 

initiatives and enrich the experience of all 

Information Systems students at UNSW. 

”

Presidential Address 
Ben Munns

Our Mission

President Benjamin Munns
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Here’s to even more opportunities for UNSW’s Information 

Systems students, 2017 and beyond!

Ben Munns - BITSA President 2017

Presidential Address 
Ben Munns
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Our 
Team
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I momentarily 
float around on 
an abundance 
of happy 
thoughts...

I
Pinky

Promise

”
- Chelsea

Exchange. Well, well, well. I always struggle 

to explain my exchange experience because, 

when asked, a huge amount of positive de-

scriptive words and fabulous memories come 

pouring into my head. I momentarily float 

around on an abundance of happy thoughts, 

and usually just end up answering the per-

son with one of the better adjectives I know. 

But, when asked to write for the BITSA 

mag, I knew that the word ‘amazing’ prob-

ably wouldn’t suffice for an article. So, this 

opportunity really allowed me to reflect on 

the journey I began 1 year ago. And, luckily 

for you, my brain has been able to expand 

one adjective and to challengingly summarise 

the best 5 months of my life into three main 

things. It is all because of the people I met, 

the places I explored, and the experiences I 

enjoyed.  

The people. It was certainly a daunting 

thought knowing that I would be depart-

ing Australia and arriving into Canada with 

no companion. But this worry was quickly 

subdued once I began to meet people. Peo-

ple from all over the world, with interest-

ing personalities, quirky stories and exciting 

perspectives. I was actually really shocked as 

to how easy it generally was to create friend-

ships with people; and I mean genuine, 

proper friendships. I regularly communicate 

with some of the mates I made whilst travel-

ling around and whilst studying at Queen’s 

University. Mates from Australia as well as 

all over the world. I am secretly happy to say 

that I now have guaranteed houses to sleep 

at when I travel interstate or to the US, Ger-

many, the Netherlands and South Africa. So, 

I now have a new-found confidence within 

me that wherever I go in life, that I will meet 

individuals that I will ‘click’ with.  

The places. Who goes on exchange and 

doesn’t do some travelling? From West to 

East Canada, and bits and pieces here and 

there in USA- I certainly did my fair share 

of exploring. As any typical exchange student 

does, whenever a window of opportunity to 

hire a car and go adventuring became avail-

able, I jumped at the chance. Whether it just 

be to go for a day of hiking close by, or to 

book an Air BnB and stay somewhere for 

the weekend, my friends and I had a fabulous 

time ticking destinations off our lists. 

Prior to beginning my exchange, I travelled 

West Canada as well as Seattle, San Fran-

cisco and Chicago by myself. Daunting? Yes. 

Worthwhile? Even more so. The nervousness 

associated with travelling alone is most defi-

nitely overtaken by the strength and cour-

By Chelsea
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age you find within yourself. It also forces you to 

talk to and meet new people because you do not 

have a friend to rely on. One distinct and heart-

warming memory I have about the generosity of 

others is when I was in Chicago. I booked myself 

in to do a food tour (highly recommend these 

amazing things – mouth-watering experiences!), 

and a beautiful, young couple noticed that I was 

travelling alone. So they offered me their phone 

numbers and invited me to go out to dinner and 

explore the city with them that night. It was a 

great evening. 

Then, whilst during the university period, each 

weekend, we would find something to do. Some 

weeks, it would involve staying in Kingston to go 

out, go for a hike or try a new restaurant. Other 

weeks, we would hire a car and set off. We ticked 

off Quebec City, Montreal, Toronto and Niagara 

Falls all within the study period. 

But the travelling didn’t stop there. Once classes 

were over, I was also fortunate enough to explore 

my way through Washington DC, New York and 

Boston- all before sitting my one and only final 

exam and jetting back to Australia.

The experiences. The incredible opportunities I 

was given started from the moment I flew out 

of Sydney last August.  Each day came with its 

own worthwhile story; but where I’d like to pick 

up from is at Queen’s University itself. One of 

the main things that I think of when reminiscing 

about Queen’s is the traditions; which are what 

I believe truly make it a unique university. From 

receiving a Queen’s Tam in Frosh Week to watch-

ing people throw around their much-adored 

Queen’s leather jackets in the ritual jacket-slam 

at the end of semester, it was one interesting 

and loveable ride. But one of my favourite days 

sits in the middle of those two rituals, and it is 

particularly where the traditions, charming cul-

ture and amazing atmosphere of Queen’s shines 

through – this day was Homecoming. It wasn’t 

the fun kegger parties or the street fairs or even 

the Gaels football match that were the highlight 

of the day for me (although they were each ex-

ceptionally great), rather, it was walking around 

seeing, talking to and partying with an abundance 

Snow! Kingston, Ontario
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of alumni who had proudly and eagerly returned to relive 

their Queen’s days. In fact, my exchange friends and I 

have plans to return one day ourselves. 

Homecoming was not the only North-American ritual 

that I was fortunate enough to encounter. I was also 

lucky enough to experience Thanksgiving whilst on ex-

change. An abundance of delicious food, grand company 

and thankful people – Thanksgiving was definitely what 

it is promoted to be. And did someone say Halloween? 

Three consecutive nights of dressing up and going out 

with friends? Yeh, why not. Now when I say dress up; I 

mean dress up. The planning that goes into some people’s 

outfits is incredible!

Last, but certainly not least, would I be allowed to de-

scribe my Canadian exchange experience without men-

tioning the snow? I distinctly remember the first day it 

snowed- I saw it falling outside of my bedroom window 

and I yelled out to all my housemates with excitement. 

What replies do I get from my Canadian and Europe-

an housemates? “Of course the Aussie would be ecstatic 

about seeing the snow”. It was quite a picturesque sight. 

But after about a week, the beauty of it didn’t wear off, 

but the novelty sure did. Trying to walk to uni in snow 

was one arduous trek, especially when ice formed, so it 

was like you were walking (rather, shuffling) on an ice 

skating rink. The amount of times I nearly fell over or 

I would witness someone else battling to keep upright 

became too regular of an occurrence. It certainly was an 

experience slipping down my front steps.  
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The people. The places. The experiences. These are the 

things that made August to December 2016 the most 

unbelievable months of my life. And you know what is 

funny? It actually took some convincing for me to even 

consider going on exchange. I certainly have several peo-

ple to thank for their encouragement. Maybe I can be 

that person for you- so, if you are considering and are able 

to go on exchange- then damn well do it! Because I can 

guarantee that wherever you go, that it will be one of the 

most extraordinary and memorable opportunities of your 

life. I pinky promise. 

Halloween – Cruella De Vil with her Dalmatians

I can guarantee that wherever you go, 
that it will be one of the most extraor-
dinary and memorable opportunities 
of your life. I pinky promise.

”
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Imagine the 
impact you 
can make.

As an intern at Microsoft, you will take 
part in a 1-year long intern rotation, taking 
on challenging and meaningful projects 
across two roles in different teams and 
business groups, with the opportunity to 
gain diverse experiences and business 
insights. 

We will align your first role with your core 
strengths. For the second rotation, we will 
work with you and your manager to 
determine how best to round out your 
experience and take the next step in your 
career to suit your interests and goals. 

We are looking for highly motivated 
individuals looking to join us in our 
mission to empower every person and 
organisation to achieve more

Intern applications close:
August 31, 2017

Application Process

Complete the online application 
and a copy of your resume to begin 
the process.

Step 1

If you meet our Internship 
requirements you will be invited to 
take an online scenario based test.

Step 2

Should you pass the online test, 
you will be invited to a short phone 
interview.

Step 3

If your phone interview is a success 
you will be invited to join us at an 
assessment centre, You will find out 
if you’ve been selected as one of 
our interns shortly after. 

Step 4

Learn more and apply http://aka.ms/apacunicareers
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What prompted you to create Bookstop?

While there are plenty of platforms on the market, I thought that 

none were up to scratch with the latest technology that could connect 

people extremely fast. I built this app back in first year as a little side 

project because there were a lot of dissatisfied students willing to jump 

on any opportunities to try and save money. We are offering students 

a fast way to get the resources they need but also afford the smashed 

avocados they love.

What was the biggest difficulty you had during the development 

process

The biggest difficulty was finding other like minded individuals who 

believed in the vision that I had, and was dedicated to working on it 

with me.  I’m privileged to have a capable, banterous, and ambitious 

team helping me to grow the bookstop brand. Much like myself, 

they’ve all got plenty of other commitments, so I’m grateful for the 

effort that our team has put in towards growing something faster than 

the life term of our degree. 

What advice would you give to young aspiring app developers?

I am entirely 100% self taught. You don’t need a teacher, there are 

thousands of youtube tutorials and hundreds of people who want to 

help you. 

As with all development, it is inevitable that you will not understand 

something or you’ll get stuck on a particular problem. All you need is 

a computer and access to the internet. Google is your friend. 

BookStop is a digital marketplace for second-hand 
textbooks. The app fully supports finding and selling 
books for any subject at the University of New South 
Wales (UNSW) with plans to expand to more univer-
sities in future.

BookStop

James Gabb
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It’s always a good idea to reach out to people who have already done it 

and find out what difficulties they faced along the way, and question 

them about what they did to resolve it. That way, you are more prepared 

for any obstacles that come your way.

Top advice: Try to think up a project to do yourself and go from there. It 

could be something as simple as a calculator. Programming isn’t about saying 

- it’s about doing. 

How did your idea come to life to an audience?

It’s all about putting it out there - to the app store so that other people 

can download it. It shapes the future of the app essentially. Before the 

release of Bookstop onto the App Store, the only person that could test 

its functionality beforehand was myself. It didn’t really help just to have 

one singular opinion on how it should function. There may be things 

that I don’t pick up on that other people will be able to see. 

What has Bookstop been doing recently? 

We got into UNSW Innovations Startup Launch and Textbook Ventures 

Cohort 3 2017. These programs gave us access to a tonne of great 

mentors and people who had been in our shoes before. 

We are also ramping up our development for some cool 

new stuff coming soon. If anyone has any questions or 

wants to get in touch, hit us up at bookstopapp@gmail.

com.

Links: 

bookstopapp.com 

Download now:
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Looking back at the last six weeks, I am absolutely blessed to be in the position I 

am in today. In such a short time span, I’ve had exposure to various Adobe Crea-

tive Cloud tools such as Adobe Premiere Pro, Illustrator and After Effects. I’ve 

utilised various Atlassian tools such as Confluence and JIRA to complete day-to-day 

tasks. I’ve learnt how to operate various tools used within the cyber security space to 

educate users. No doubt skills that will stay with me for a lifetime. I hope by now, 

you’ve realised that cyber security isn’t about the hunched figure in a black hoodie, 

pumping out code whilst consuming a Monster energy drink. 

The three biggest things I’ve learnt in such a short time would be:

1. “A chain is as strong as it’s weakest link”. Technical skills will always be important no 

matter what. However, education and being capable of changing an organisation’s 

attitude towards various cyber threats is a powerful and rare skill to have. No doubt, 

being able to change organisational culture in general, is extremely powerful.

2. If you are passionate, invest in your passion and get others invested as well. 

3. Whatever field you are in, keep up with the news. Don’t be afraid to let the 

9-5PM trickle into your day-to-day, as long as you know what your priorities are. 

Reading and keeping up with news specific to your field will further develop you as 

a professional. 

Cybersecurity is an extremely dynamic field, if you like to stay on your feet and love 

a challenge. The only thing stopping you, is you. 

6 
Weeks... 
Hi, my name is Jason and I am currently a Cyber Security Ana-
lyst, a recreational lifter, a foodie, and a dog enthusiast. I am 
currently studying a Bachelor of Commerce/Information Systems 
and am thoroughly enjoying it. My purpose in writing this article, 
is to provide you with a little insight into the little known field of 
cybersecurity through my experiences so far.

By Jason Hou
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If I had to describe this program in one 

word, it would be ‘empowering’. Not only 

did it allow us to challenge our thinking and 

enhance our understanding of the business 

world, but more importantly, it helped to 

unveil the potential within ourselves as young 

female students. The statistic that only 

17% of startups have a female founder may 

be discouraging to some, but through the 

New Wave, we were taught to test limits and 

push boundaries across two very intensive 

weeks. Though the duration was short, the 

amount of content covered was intense - from 

conducting market research to validating 

ideas; cold calling to negotiation; establishing 

a social media presence to understanding 

legal issues and of course, learning to pitch 

to an audience of potential investors on a final 

gala evening.

For those who have a deep interest in 

entrepreneurship, I highly recommend this 

program to you. Even though participation 

means giving up more than half of the mid-

year holiday, having tasks to be completed 

everyday and working with a team you 

may have just met, the empowerment and 

knowledge that is gained is unparalleled. 

Not only this, but upon coming out of the 

program, you will be part of a network of 

equally as motivated, passionate and like-

minded female students to encourage and 

support each other along the road your 

entrepreneurial pursuits beyond the duration 

of the program.

In the winter break of 2017, UNSW launched  its first Female Entrepreneurship initiative – The New 
Wave Pre-Accelerator Program – taking in a cohort of determined female students and helping to bring 5 
brilliant ideas to life. 

THE NEW WAVE
PRE-ACCELERATOR
PROGRAM

By Janis Wu
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I would like to thank UNSW Innovations, Capital W and 

UNSW Women in Engineering for introducing this initiative. 

In addition, I’d like to thank Danielle (and all the mentors) 

who worked with the teams - guiding us and providing 

insight and criticisms  to help bring the best out of our 

ideas. Most importantly however, I’d like to thank Mary, our 

program coordinator on behalf of the 2017 cohort for her 

tireless organisation - bringing in guest speakers, scheduling 

workshops, mentors and feeding us pizza to allow for such a 

fulfilling experience.

THE NEW WAVE
PRE-ACCELERATOR
PROGRAM
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Is this for me?

UNSW Heroes Program, what is it? Is this 

the program for me? These were all the 

questions that were going through my mind 

when I first read about the program. I mean 

look at all the benefits; the program is ac-

credited as a co-curricular opportunity for 

AHEGS, allows you to fulfill the commu-

nity engagement component of the UNSW 

Leadership Program, expand professional 

networks, and receive professional mentor-

ing and supervision from the UNSW staff 

and program partners. So why not? I have 

to say the benefits noted on the website does 

not even begin to describe the incredible ex-

perience of being a part of UNSW Heroes, 

as we got to personally learn from 20 differ-

ent industry partners about what it means to 

make it in the industry.

Where did my journey as a hero take me?

Have you ever been stuck on an idea for ages, 

not knowing where to begin? Well, I have 

and let me tell you it’s absolutely infuriating 

when that happens, so what is a better way to 

approach this situation? FIRE THE IDEA! 

In the first workshop, we had the pleasure 

of having Dr Michael Hewett-Gleeson, the 

co-founder of school of thinking, challenge 

us to escape from a local truth. He revealed 

that in order to have a better view of the sit-

uation one must abandon their current view. 

It was an extremely difficult strategic think-

ing skill, but when put into practice opened 

up a lot of different avenues. This was merely 

the first of many innovative workshops held 

by the UNSW Heroes Program.

Over the course of 6 weeks, we were sepa-

rated into teams of 5-7 and were given an 

intrapreneurship project whereby we had to 

highlight an issue we wished to address in 

UNSW 2025 Strategy plan. Figure out a so-

lution for it at the end of 6 weeks and pitch 

it in front of the entire cohort and industry 

partners. Definitely a nerve racking experi-

ence that really challenges you to get out of 

your comfort zone and step up. But what bet-

ter place to learn and build these skills than 

in the program, as the coordinators are there 

to mentor you, and help you become the very 

best. So if you have any ideas about making 

UNSW a better study environment? Or have 

a problem you feel that many students are 

facing than UNSW Heroes Program is the 

program for you. In fact, anyone can apply 

to become a part of this program, regard-

less of what faculty you are from as long as 

you have an unquenchable desire to connect, 

learn and innovate then you are definitely a 

UNSW Hero.  

So, you remember the green shirt people 

hanging out at the student lounge up at 

the main library, well those my friends are 

IT Service Analysts. Just like myself, these 

students had been given the opportunity to 

work as an IT Intern and give back to the 

community by assisting students with prob-

lems such as trouble shooting internet con-

nections, setting up passwords, emails and 

software. During my time as an intern every 

day was a new opportunity to develop differ-

ent skills, whether it may be learning to use 

the VR system or doing PR for the program. 

VR? Wait, What! Yes, being part of this pro-

gram allows you to test out new educational 

technology and equipment that can impact, 

shape and transform teaching and learning 

activities. So it is not all about learning, He-

roes also know how to have fun.

What am i grateful for?

My team and I were extremely lucky to be 

able to work with these remarkable coordi-

nators, Anatoli Kovalev, Kumesh Wijenay-

ake, Christina Nicholas and Jason Chen who 

were there to support us throughout the en-

tire journey. I have to say though it was not 

easy, my team and I hit quite a few bumps 

along the way but definitely a life changing 

experience that brought us all closer togeth-

er. I will never forget this experience and the 

wonderful individuals I have met along the 

way. This is an incredible opportunity that 

will allow you to work together with indus-

try partners to create new innovative ideas 

that will shape the future learning space of 

UNSW. So come become a part of UNSW 

Heroes and become your own change. Like 

our Facebook page, UNSW Heroes, and if 

you have any inquiries feel free to email at 

heroes@unsw.edu.au.  
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pwc.com.au/careers

What you’re capable of doing, is extraordinary. At PwC we make it possible 

for you to get the extraordinary done. Assisting you to develop the skills, 

knowledge and network with which to build an exciting and inspiring career.

Find out more now at pwc.com.au/careers

© 2017 PricewaterhouseCoopers. All rights reserved. Liability limited by a scheme approved under

Professional Standards Legislation.

Transform ordinary.
Do the extraordinary.
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Join us
As one of Australia’s leading professional services firms, we 
help Australian businesses, not-for-profit organisations and 
governments create value and improve the way they work. 

Our purpose is simple: Build trust in the community and 

solve important problems. We are collaborative, innovative 

and forever evolving to ensure we deliver quality services in 

accounting, advisory and consulting. Established in 1874, 

PwC now employs more than 6,000 people in Australia and 

boasts a global network spanning 157 countries.

The opportunities are endless
We hire graduates and interns from a diverse range of 

educational backgrounds into our many lines of service and 

businesses nationally. We seek people who are passionate, 

driven and ready to embrace the ever changing business 

landscape. At PwC you will be challenged by the work and 

flourish in a supportive and positive environment where 
ideas are welcomed and teamwork is paramount. From 

improving the structure of the Australian healthcare system, 

to performing due diligence on some of Australia’s largest 

deals, you will be addressing the real-life challenges and 

opportunities that face the community at large.

What’s changed?
We look for people from a range of different university 

degrees, backgrounds and experiences and our recruitment 

process reflects this.  We will no longer be requesting 
CV’s and have one application for all. What’s more? Our 

assessment days for the Graduate program have now evolved 

into an exciting event experience called the Canvas – PwC’s 
Career Jam. At this event, you will have the opportunity to 

discover where your passions and skills may fit and kick start 
your career in the right direction.

What you can expect from a 
career at PwC?
• Invaluable real-world experience

• Work on projects that make a difference

• Formal training and development that will help you grow

• Coaching, a friendly support network and a 

collaborative team culture

• Fantastic offices, staff discounts and the latest 
technological advancements

• Life-changing experiences through PwC 

Volunteer Opportunities 

• A global network that gives you the opportunity 

to go places

Fast facts

3-8 week program 

for students in their 

penultimate year  

(2nd last year).

As an intern, you will 

work on relevant client 

engagements, attend 

networking events and 

participate in a community 

service project.

Vacation 

Program

For students in the 2nd year 

of a single degree or 3rd 

year of a double degree.

Work full time and study 

part time for 2 years, then 

return to uni full time to 

complete your degree.

Trainee 

Program

Coop 

Program

Undertake a paid placement 

if you are offered a 

scholarship degree 

through one of our partner 

universities.

Complete a series of 

placements in your 1st 

and 3rd year.

Graduate 

Program 

Structured 2 year program 

where you’ll receive 

technical and professional 

development supporting 

your future progression 

within the firm.

of students who participate in the 

Vacation Program convert into Graduates

85%

Our All Roles Flex Policy 

means you can manage your working lifestyle 

to suit your client and team needs

No dress code: “Dress for your day”, 

unlock your creativity and let your 

personality shine

Connect with us
Join us online for all the latest updates on events, program 

application openings and more!

pwc.com.au/careers

facebook.com/PwCAUStudentCareers

linkedin.com/company/pwc-autralia/careers

@pwc_au

youtube.com/PwCAU

@PwC_AU
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However, recently as more women have succeeded in the tech-

nology field, the industry has begun to flourish, and younger 

women are following suit. Women like Ellen Pao (CEO of 

Reddit 2014-15) and Sheryl Sandberg (COO of Facebook and 

tech entrepreneur) have enriched the technology industry 

alongside their male counterparts and have proven influential, 

and essential, in encouraging young women to choose STEM 

degrees.  UNSW’s Women in Technology encourages equal 

opportunity in the workplace to create a wealth of diversity 

in the technology field. WIT is open to all people studying 

any STEM degree; our internal team’s degrees range from 

Commerce to Computer Science to Biomedical Engineering. 

We encourage men and women to come along to our events as 

WIT stands for celebrating diversity in technology. 

WIT was formed at the end of 2016 by 6 Information Systems 

students. 2017 has so far proved to be a year of growth and 

forming strong foundations and new traditions to establish a 

society with a cohesive community. 

WIT has had an extremely busy schedule this year, with a 

multitude of events. The semester kicked off with a stall at 

O-Week, showing all the first years what UNSW is about. 

Food seems to be a common theme in WIT events with the 

“Eat, Meet and Greet” as well as the Afternoon Tea (and not 

to mention our upcoming picnic, details of which are below!). 

The recruitment of the Subcommittee was also an important 

occasion, as the society expanded, and allowed us to provide 

more skills based events including the upskilling workshop, 

study session and Networking cocktail night, in conjunction 

with BITSA, USYD’s BISA and UTS’s BiG Society. It’s been 

a great year and there’s plenty more to come!

The technology industry has traditionally had a barrier of 

entry for women. 

Women in 
Technology
By Lena Albin, Gary Bai

AICD 2014. pm.gov.u. FIIT 2015. Davidson Technology 2016.
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A great initiative that is currently being conducted by WIT 

is the inaugural Empowerment Program. It is a professional 

development program to equip women with the skills to suc-

ceed in STEM careers and the broader workplace. All partici-

pants are paired with a mentor from Westpac to help guide 

them through the intense learning process. The workshops 

aim to develop important workplace skills such as teamwork 

and leadership, personal branding, coding and networking. 

The teamwork and leadership workshop on the 3rd of August 

was a success, with a huge turnout from Empowerment Pro-

gram members and an informative presentation from Teach 

for Australia. 

Early in September, WIT is hosting a Palantir engineer at uni 

to talk about his experience in working for the company. If 

you’re curious about what working at a large tech company is 

like, or what it’s like implementing complex solutions to real 

world problems, then watch out for our ‘Day in the Life of a 

Palantir Engineer’ event.

It’s probably been a while since many of us (the writers in-

cluded) have been on a picnic. That’s why WIT is bringing 

you a picnic event this semester! If you want to meet the awe-

some people in our society, or just enjoy some good food in a 

casual setting, then you’ll love the event. Keep an eye out - it’ll 

be in Week 9 or 10.

Finally, you don’t want to miss out on our Hackathon coming 

up on the 13th of October. We’ve been planning it for a while, 

and we’ve got an amazing event organised for you! Hackathons 

are a great way to quickly develop your technical, design, and 

presentation skills in a high pressure environment. You don’t 

necessarily need to be able to code - good teams require crea-

tive designers and smart thinkers to develop effective solu-

tions. Plus, we’ve got an array of experienced mentors from 

our sponsors to assist you - they include engineers, developers 

and specialists from companies such as CBA, Atlassian, and 

Thoughtworks. And of course, we’ve got awesome prizes and 

swag from places like Google, RBA, Palantir, and Spaceship. 

You can find the event on our Facebook page. 

If you haven’t already, make sure to like our page on Facebook 

to keep up with the latest events, blog posts, and updates!

https://www.facebook.com/unsw.wit/
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The course provides the opportunity for Information System 

students and majors to develop their understanding and deep-

en their knowledge of the international business environment. 

This is achieved through first-hand observation of business 

operations in China in aspects of information systems/tech-

nology (IS/IT).

The main components of the course follow a series of semi-

nars provided at a Chinese university and a two-week study 

tour to various leading international and national companies 

operating in the IS/IT sector. It not only allows students to 

develop an appreciation of how IS/IT enables operations and 

business systems but it also allows students with the unique 

opportunity to assimilate into Chinese culture through cul-

tural landmarks, ideas, customs and social behaviour exhibited 

in China.

What attracted you to the course?

The idea of travelling to an international country that is grow-

ing economically and culturally during the Winter break. This 

was coupled with the opportunity to visit the companies be-

hind China’s booming internet economy and to see first-hand 

how it differs from the Western world’s. – Gordon

Getting an inside look to some of the biggest tech compa-

nies in the world. Perfect for those wanting to understand 

the industry outside of University. And then there’s of course 

the traveling - a globetrotting WAM booster? Sign me up! 

- Sandy

INFS3020 International 
IS/IT Practicum
By Gordon Shum & Sandy Muchtarudin

MOST MEMORABLE MOMENTS

1. Site Visits

The emergence of Tencent, Alibaba and Baidu has paved 

the way for the domestic dominance in areas of tech-

nology. The most exciting company visit was to one of 

China’s fastest growing start-up company Ofo, a massive 

player in China’s bike-sharing industry. It recently raised 

a $700 million funding led by e-ecommerce giant Ali-

baba. - Gordon 
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markets? Most likely. Will you learn from your mistakes? You 

better! I enjoyed the West Lake Light Show - it had dazzling 

lights, amazing performances and choreography; to top it off 

it was performed under thunder and lightning conditions! - 

Sandy

PERSONAL EXPERIENCES

It was quite surprising to see the prevalence of QR codes and 

its influence in everyday life thanks to WeChat and Alibaba. 

They can be used to call cabs, pay for things, text friends and 

amongst other functions. There was no need to bring your 

wallets! It was easily accessible to made offline, in-store mo-

bile payments through apps. – Gordon

Starting off as 24 complete strangers, we ended the Practicum 

as one happy family. The experiences shared and the memo-

ries made. You now had a new crew to chill with. This one’s 

my favorite part about the trip because it’s one you get to take 

back with you. :) - Sandy

Getting a behind the scenes understanding of juggernaut tech com-

panies in China, is an opportunity you don’t come across too often! 

Whether you take your IS/IT degree seriously or not, you will learn a 

lot and come out with a completely fresh perspective of how technol-

ogy is used in business. The companies were so innovative and eager 

to share what they had been researching and developing. From the 

applications of augmented reality, to the use of drones and self-driving 

robots, to the widespread use of QR codes - technology is ever present 

in China (more so than Australia, if I dare say so myself ). - Sandy

2. Cultural Tours

Climbing the Great Wall of China embarked a physical challenge 

mixed with fascinating cultural and historical exploration. Although 

a reasonably strenuous activity, the opportunity to walk one of the 

world’s most recognisable and impressive architectural feats was one 

of my goals. – Gordon

Immersing yourself in a new country, with a different language and 

different customs is eye-opening. You’re like a fish out of water, re-

lying on Google translate to get you by. Will you get ripped off in 
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capable of something without actually showing that you are. What if 

you can somehow show that you are capable before even stating your 

qualification? Wouldn’t that be more effective?

Networks give you the opportunity to develop and reach out to these 

more interpersonal connections to build stronger and more trustwor-

thy links with people. This opens up so many more opportunities 

like but not limited to the ability to show your skills in a more casual 

setting to possible employers. Furthermore, by just interacting with 

these networks, you can learn so much about different aspects of a 

professional role or industry. I would recommend anyone who is in-

terested in learning about a specific topic to go to the website https://

www.meetup.com/. On there, you will find lots of networking events 

that can put you in connection with many industry professionals that 

can not only give you guidance in your academic and career path, 

but also insight into the professional world they’re part of. For me, I 

learnt a lot about the arts and design worlds even without hands on 

experience - from just speaking to these professionals, I got a solid 

understanding of what it was all about! 

Furthermore, a lot of my friends have gotten internships through their 

personal connections. By inviting them to talk about a specific topic 

or asking them to mentor you on a particular area, it really shows 

them what you are capable of and sometimes, all it takes is a good 

impression and a friendly conversation to land yourself a life changing 

opportunity. 

So to sum up, go to as many networking events as you can. It’s both a 

learning environment and an opportunity to show off your skills and 

is definitely worth more than sitting in a classroom as you gun for a 

high distinction. 

Coming into uni, I was always given the advice that 

“grades weren’t everything” and that you should go find 

real world experience instead. I definitely agreed with this 

but I’m sure most of you will realise that this is easier said 

than done. Like 90% of all first year students, I didn’t 

have a clue on where I wanted to work or who I wanted 

to be. I just knew what interested me (Technology and 

Business), chose a similar degree and rolled with it. It 

seemed like everyone else was in the same boat and so I 

just thought everything would work out by itself. I would 

reach 2nd or 3rd year and somehow know exactly what I 

wanted to do and start gunning for a particular major that 

would bring me there. Unfortunately, this was exactly not 

the case. As I entered 2nd year, some things improved - I 

had a clearer direction in what to study and where I’d like 

to ideally work - but the path to get there was still unclear 

and I still had that curiosity on other industries like the 

arts and design. It’s quite daunting knowing what path 

you pick now might be the path you follow for the rest of 

your life - even more scary is what if 30 years down the 

track you end up realising that you had made a mistake?!

This comes back to real world experience - getting intern-

ships, work experience and really getting hands on with 

anything new you want to try. You can get internships 

and work experience by simply applying to the recruit-

ments and anything you find on the job board, however, 

the MOST effective way to get real world experience - 

paid or unpaid - is through networks - the people you 

have connected with on a professional and personal level. 

Applications are quite impersonal - a lot is based on how 

impressive your resume is, the qualifications you have 

and the interview (which may be a hit or miss) but with 

personal networks, you can demonstrate these skills on a 

more casual level but in the same time still demonstrating 

your skills to potential employers in the future. Afterall, 

what exactly are qualifications? They’re to show you’re 

Networking
By David Chen
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Boost your skills by connecting  business and IT concepts in practice. 
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Think about the last time you went to Woolies. Did you find eve-

rything you needed? Was the item you wanted where you expected? 

Did you feel confident or did you feel disillusioned and confused? 

This is the essence of User Experience. 

In today’s world, everyone has a User Experience, you just might not 

realize it. It encompasses everything from shopping at a store, to us-

ing a website. In website and app development, many things need to be 

considered such as content, navigation and the actual look and feel of 

the page. Technology has to be centered around the user, the person, 

the customer, the human, otherwise why would anyone want to use it? 

This is the issue that faces web and app developers today.

I had the privilege of working as a UX designer and researcher while 

on my 6 month Co-op placement at Deloitte within their digital prac-

tice. What people don’t realize is that UX designers put in hours of 

work and product iterations in order to ensure that the website or app 

they are developing is perfect for the customer to use. 

I worked on a website development for a major government client 

where I got to see the process of simple wireframe designs, trans-

formed into Adobe photoshopped graphical images, transformed into 

front end prototypes using HTML and CSS, transformed into a real 

working website. But UX developers and front end designers are ex-

perts at using websites so they wouldn’t accurately represent a user’s 

experience right? Right. That is why I was involved in heavy user 

testing and research with users from a whole range of backgrounds, 

technological literacy and disabilities, to ensure that the website was 

tweaked to ensure for maximum usability.

We got these people to sit down in a room, use the prototype, and 

‘think out loud’, telling us their issues and concerns. One lady blurt-

ed out that she ‘hates the look of it’ and ‘would never use it again’. 

That’s perfectly ok, but what UX designers want to find out is ‘why’ 

and ‘how can we improve’, leading to multiple product iterations and 

major changes. This involves anything from changing a button to a 

lighter shade of green, changing the image banner or even putting 

the contact us button on the top left instead of the bottom right. It is 

these iterations that leave the user thinking ‘I feel confident with this 

website’ rather than ‘I hate this, I’m leaving’.

UX Design also revolves heavily around psychology. After all, a user’s 

experience with a product will be shaped around their thought pro-

cesses and emotions from what they are looking at. Many UX Design-

ers, such as the ones I worked with at Deloitte are driven by a set of 

principles called the Gestalt Principles. These principles describe how 

a user’s tendency to judge the usability and likability of a web page or 

app is based on 5 simple concepts: Proximity, Similarity, Continuity, 

Closure, and Connectedness. 

Many UX Designers, or at least the ones I worked with, choose to 

conform to standard UX design principles, such as Header Body Foot-

er. From what I observed, front end interface design is so restricted by 

the user’s capabilities that we are unable to be adventurous with page 

designs, which captures the problem that many companies face today: 

trying to make their pages look modern and cool, while also ensuring 

their less capable users can actually use it with ease. 

UX/UI Design is a tough field, your whole career goal is to make 

people happy. But it is also an ever-growing field because without UX 

Designers, websites and apps would crash and burn, and we wouldn’t 

be living in the technological world we live in today.

Why UX is the most 
important in technology
By Paul Strasser



BITSA roadtrip 2017 kicked off on a dreary Friday afternoon, 

with 7 cars of 30 keen INFS students refusing to let the 

weather dampen their spirits. Those first to arrive were greet-

ed with muddy grass, swampy puddles and a task of finding 

the key to the cabins hidden behind the door of the laundry in 

the dark. Thankfully the key was found, access to cabins was 

obtained and road trip was officially up and running. 

Over the course of three days, we cling-wrapped, dacked and 

squatted each other; attempted to throw each other over the 

jetty; unsuccessfully tried to study at Hyams Beach (why 

would you do that anyway); had bad karaoke; celebrated St 

Pats with glitter and more glitter and maybe a Guinness or 

two; found amusement in yelling out “TSINGTAO” (there is 

no context); made gourmet curry and rice, spagbol and a lot of 

toast (don’t forget the jungle juice) and risked our lives jump-

ing over a spiked pool fence that was about twice our height. 

Throughout the duration of roadtrip, new friendships were 

forged and existing ones were renewed. Overall, it was a suc-

cessful event where we were able to escape the stresses of uni 

(kinda) and bond over tears, laughter and tears due to laugh-

ter. A huge shoutout goes to Lys for almost single handedly 

organising such an amazing opportunity for us all to enjoy! 

*Insert Elysee pose* 

- Janis

BITSA 
EVENTS
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BITSA Roadtrip 2017



Following the success of BITSA’s Peer Mentoring program in 2016, 

the value and high level of engagement of mentoring programs has 

become a key focus for the society this year. The inaugural Industry 

Mentoring Program 2017 allows BITSA members of second year or 

higher to be paired up with an industry representative, ranging from 

graduates to UNSW alumni and managers. The main aim is simple: 

for the Mentor to provide the Mentee with advice and answer any 

questions they have regarding career pathways, or even general uni-

versity life.

The benefits flow both ways, with the mentor being able to share 

insights and advice, and mentee able to gain exposure to invaluable 

knowledge and make lasting connections. Our program features one-

to-one mentoring, creating a more personalised experience tailored to 

the interests of the mentee. Over the course of the program, we facili-

tated and encouraged participation through events and workshops. We 

kicked off the program at the stunning new PwC Barangaroo offices, 

with 60 total participants in the program, with a widely successful 

night of socialising, speeches and networking. Coming up are work-

shops to help with mentee personal development and a final celebra-

tion at the end of the year.

- Elaine

Industry Mentoring 

Bewilderment, betrayal, manipulation. The formation of 

unexpected partnerships. A night full of shocking reveal-

ments. WELCOME TO BITSA GAMES NIGHT! Well, 

it wasn’t that dramatic, but it got you interested, right? 

The event hit off with a BANG as pieces of Jenga flew 

across the table. What better way to start the night off 

with an innovative game that tests your ability to create 

unique towers? Can’t say for sure I’d recommend them to 

become an engineer.  So, next on the agenda, how about 

Cards Against Humanity? Or Avalon, ah, my favourite 

game of all, truly a test of friendship and trust as individu-

als manipulate one another to achieve their hidden goal 

through sabotage. Hmm. So, what could top this night 

even more? PIZZA AND FREE DRINKS!

Overall, it was a fantastic night with over 100 people from 

different grades bonding over the sweet smell of pizza and 

swapping tips on how to beat their competitors - until 

next year!  

- Jennifer

Games Night
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Following the success of last year, the 2017 Intercollegiate 

Cocktail Night was back and bigger than ever. The night 

saw members from UNSW (BITSA and WIT), UTS 

(BIG and WIE) and USYD (BISA) tech student societies 

come together with over 14 Industry Sponsor firms, re-

sulting in a night of hefty networking, fruitful discussion 

and many prizes being won.

The night kicked off with some open networking and 

drinks atop UTS’s Aerial Centre. Sponsor banners lined 

the main function hall and posters could be found on 

every wall posing thought-provoking questions such as 

“thoughts on the recent global cyber attack?” sparking 

debate and providing a plethora of discussion topics.

Following brief introductions from each firm, guest 

speaker Crighton Nichols shared his experience with 

Digital Transformation & Future of Technology being 

the Head of Innovation at PwC. The topic left keen and 

driven Information Systems students fascinated and it was 

noted that Nichols was never left alone throughout the 

evening, with students jumping on the opportunity to 

find out more.

The Speed Networking activity ensued allowing students 

to engage with all of sponsors and ask industry-specific 

questions, inquire about careers and potentially score a 

site visit. Sponsors came equipped with prizes to give out 

and a lucky few raffle-winners went home with merchan-

dise, workshop tickets, Coffee-with-a-Partner pass and 

many more.

As always, it became difficult to usher out the attendees as 

the night drew to a close. With excellent catering, stun-

ning skyline views, and many new LinkedIn connections 

being made, this was definitely a night to remember on 

the BITSA calendar!

- Ilasha

Intercollegiate Business & 
Technology Cocktail Evening
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“Any final words for the students who haven’t been paying 

attention in your classes?... See you next year.”

“I feel like I’ve been mistaken for almost all different kinds of nationalities. It 

gets to a point where you wonder if people are just trying to get creative with 

their guesswork.

Hong Kong has always held a special place for me. I really love the fusion be-

tween Asian and Western cultures, the breathtaking sights it has to offer and 

primarily because of my relatives living there who have had such a significant 

impact on my life.

Unfortunately, over the years (okay it’s more like a decade) I’ve forgotten 

how to speak the native language to the degree where my terrible accent 

makes any sentences incoherent and my friends can no longer bear to listen 

to it. Whilst most of my relatives can speak English, my grandparents only 

know a minimal amount so it’s a bit disheartening being unable to properly 

communicate with them.

I’d say this is one of the main driving factors pushing me to relearn Chinese. 

One day I hope to be able to surprise them by randomly chiming into a 

conversation and seeing how long it takes for them to realise that I can speak 

Chinese again.”

HUMANS 
OF BITSA

Felix Tan (right)

Lecturer at the School of Information Systems

Aaron Long (left)

3rd Year B. Information Systems
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“I originally planned to do a double degree in Commerce and some-

thing else. From all the options, Information Systems was the only 

one I didn’t know anything about but I chose it anyway. It’s safe to say 

that it has been one of the best risks I’ve ever taken. I certainly enjoyed 

it more than my commerce courses in first year and there’s something 

really cool about studying business and technology together. While 

I will never become the accountant my parents wished I would be, 

studying Info Sys is a decision I certainly don’t regret.”

Karen Huang

3rd Year B. Information Systems

“My mum once told me that life is like going hiking up a 

mountain. Even if you reach the summit, you will eventu-

ally have to climb back down. So instead of trying to race 

to the top, the real value of hiking comes from enjoying 

the view of nature along the way, taking a rest under the 

shade of the trees and creating memories with the peo-

ple you are hiking with. I guess the people I’ve met, the 

things I’ve done, learnt and seen while studying Informa-

tion Systems is one of those memories I’ll cherish.”

John Kim

3rd Year B. Information Systems
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David Kong

3rd Year B. Information 
Systems

Ilasha Prabhu

2nd Year B. Information Systems

“When I was in high school, one of my teachers 

told me that there is no point studying the night 

before. If you don’t know it now, you won’t know 

it for tomorrow.”

“Recently, I was welcomed to one of my lectures with a huge round of applause. At first, I cheekily revelled in the attention; until I realised the 

absurdity of the situation. Turns out, being the only female that showed up to the lecture that day warranted such a passionate reaction from 

the lecturer and male students scattered around the lecture hall.

I hope that gender disparity in such fields will be readdressed and women are supported in entering such male-dominated professions. I’m proud 

to surround myself with male and female friends who support the decisions I make and call out the inequalities they witness. I’m proud to be 

working at a place with an achievable goal of 50% representation of women in their leadership board. I am also proud to have strong female role 

models in my life, who aren’t afraid to buy their own diamonds.

To say the least, I am looking forward to the day where turning up to an Information Systems lecture as a female does not need to be applauded. 

Unless of course it’s Week 12 and you are still going to lectures – that deserves more than just an applause!!”
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